
Apply �lters to SQL queries

Project description
The goal of this project is to display the importance of using �lters when querying data using
SQL.

Retrieve a�er hours failed login a�empts
The organization had requested to gather all login attempts past 18:00 that were unsuccessful

The �rst line SELECT * gathers all information from the table log_in_a�empts. WHERE is used to
locate a speci�c column in which we are looking for time greater than 18�00. AND allows me to
further �lter this information by gathering information from the success column where it is
FALSE or 0.

Retrieve login a�empts on speci�c dates
The organization has tasked me to collect all log in attempts of the dates 05-09-2022 and
05-08-2022.



The query displayed in this image SELECT all from log_in_a�empt table WHERE the login dates
2022-05-09 or 2022-05-08

Retrieve login a�empts outside of Mexico
The organization had requested to gather the users that have attempted to login from Mexico



Because Mexico can be represented as Mexico or MEX we must ensure that both country
option are pulled from the table. In this case followWHERE country I used the LIKE keyword
which gathers like characteristic and the % pulls all relating words with the pre�x of MEX



Retrieve employees in Marketing
The organization requested to gather all employee from the marketing department in an East
office.

In this query we must SELECT * all from employees table WHERE the department is equal to
Marketing AND the o�ce LIKE ‘EAST%’ which gathers o�ce with the pre�x EAST.

Retrieve employees in Finance or Sales
The organization has request all employees in the department of Finance and Sales



The image above shows the selection of the departments WHERE the column equals Sales OR
Finance.

Retrieve all employees not in IT
The organization requested to retrieve all employees not in the IT department.



The new keyword added is NOT which negates or �lter to display anything but what follows. In
this case ‘Information Technology’

Summary
To summarize there are many keywords which can be used when querying the database.
These �lters allow us to be more precise with information we want to retrieve. It allow for a
much more e�cient work �ow.


